
Really! Nothing in the world 
works like Sudecon® towelettes.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

FIRST: Tear open package and unfold towelette. Wipe off 
entire facial area using at least one towelette. It is imperative 
to thoroughly wipe eyebrows, forehead, around eyes, cheeks, 
hands, (the entire contaminated area) allowing SUDECON’S® 
foaming action to wash away the irritant spray particles.
DO NOT RUB EYES!

SECOND: With eyes closed* (using a new, clean towelette) 
squeeze towelette over the eyes allowing membranes to absorb 
the solution. It is of the utmost importance to squeeze the 
towelette over the closed eyes* while allowing the liquid to 
flow around the eyes. After doing so, lay towelette over face 
to soothe burning sensation.

*This product is not designed to be an eyewash.

Special Note: You may wish to use 
one or two additional towelettes to 
help ease the burning sensation.

Remember, Do Not Use Water, it 
will only dilute the decontamination 
solution and prevent it from working 
properly.

STOP! Don’t Bail Out Early!
Give the SUDECON® formula the time it needs to work.

In approximately 7 to 15 minutes the contaminated individual should feel 85 to 
95 percent recovered. Due to the active ingredients in the SUDECON® formula 
the skin will feel sticky. This is a normal condition.
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VERY IMPORTANT:
Persons exposed to an irritant spray have a tendency to panic. 
You must be patient when using SUDECON®. Allow SUDECON® 
to do its’ job, and in about seven to fifteen minutes  
SUDECON® will work — and do so spontaneously! 

We market the best products in the world.
So, what are you using?
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